1. R E A L M AG IC
Colour: red
Scent: gunpowder

Those who don’t believe in magic will never find it.
~ Roald Dahl

∞∞∞
For the child the real and the magic merge back and forth into each
other like oil and water. And the link between them is wonder, the
child’s unafraid response in that carefree time – we have absolutely no
idea then how free of care – before the arrival of responsibility, death,
divorce, betrayal, illness, money and all the rest of the adult’s lurid
wagon of worries. In childhood magic is normal and the real things of
this world are equally entrancing. Anyone who has seen a baby handle
a toothbrush, a comb or water will know this.

ANIMATED TOYS
Childhood is the time of toys. When Orlando was about seven he
came into his parents’ bedroom one day. Looking around the room
somewhat critically, he said, Mum, why is your room so empty? Why
aren’t there any toys?
– Adults don’t have toys like children do.
– But why not?
Stuffed toys in particular figure prominently in a baby’s fantasy life.
Children both believe and do not believe that these creatures – dogs, bears,
lions, birds, a hippopotamus with earrings and black lace gloves, and you
can include clowns and dolls – are really alive. When Sophia was about
six her father made a mistake. He said that Lioney was only a stuffed
toy. That’s all he is. She was grossly insulted on her daughter’s behalf.
– What’s he got in him, then? Brett persisted.
– It’s ‘she’. Blood, and guts, and muscles and a heart and lungs. She’s not
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just a stuffed toy. And she’s got ammonia. Lioney was real enough
to have to be nursed through several bouts of ammonia. On the other
hand, at bedtime, Lioney’s flesh and blood quality proved inadequate:
It’s not fair, Sophia sobbed to her mother, you’ve got someone alive to
sleep with, and I’m all alone in my room.
– But what about Lioney? and Louisa? and Bobo? and Coco? and even
Egginor? (Egginor was an unfortunate small, cloth-bodied, plasticheaded doll infamous for his terrible farts. When Egginor was around
one usually had to leave the room. Sophia quite often threw him out
of her bed in disgust. He spent most of his time in isolation.)
– [A pause] But they’re not alive. They’re not real.
Notwithstanding this potentially serious deficiency, children often
conduct long conversations with their soft toys. With a serious air
they accept toy telephone calls for them. They are even aware of
their quirks. Giulia’s friend, Leslie Scott, had told her that one of
her nephews aged five or so had refused to have a certain soft toy in his
bed with all the others. When asked why he replied that that
particular soft toy caused a lot of trouble. The adults insisted on the
toy’s inclusion. Within seconds there was a tremendous fight on the
bed, soft toys flying about in all directions. You see? triumphed the
nephew, I told you he would cause trouble!
Sometimes Sophia’s soft toys, and she had about thirty of them, have
been her class, sometimes her audience. Once she arranged them all
over the floor of her bedroom in their own individual picnic parties.
They have been packed in overnight bags, taken for walks in prams,
and occasionally they have been tortured – bound, gagged, strung up,
tied down, thrown. In the words of the British child psychologist,
D. W. Winnicott: children tend to love the thing they hurt.1
Sophia also had a wooden doll’s house. She was given it as a Christmas
present when she was four. Giulia spent many hours painting and
decorating in miniature: tiny curtains at all the windows, limed boards
in the attic, flowered wallpaper and small wedding photographs in the
living room, a Beatrix Potter frieze in the nursery and faux marble in
the bathroom. Sophia said she liked the doll’s house, but she hardly
ever played with it. The main problem seemed to be that there were
no actual inhabitants, only Tin Man, the Wicked Witch of the West,
and a headless Fairy Godmother. You could put Tin Man in the attic,
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or the headless figure on the stairs, but the game was limited.
Residents for the doll’s house were surprisingly difficult to fi nd. Toyshops provided everything for them to use, but no people. The house
was perfectly furnished in all respects, but deserted, boring and
functionless. At long last Giulia found Sophia some people to move
into her house, flexible plastic dolls made in Hong Kong – mother,
father, son and daughter. They were called the Bend family. I hate
them, said Sophia. They’re plastic and cheap. They’re revolting! After
that Giulia gave up on the doll’s house, resolving simply to dust its roof
from time to time. A week or so later, on one of these dusting
incursions, she found that the doll’s house had been transformed.
There were ribbons on the roof and there was much more furniture
throughout, homemade in cardboard. In the living room, mother was
tied up and crucified, with pins stuck in her, voodoo-style. The two
children sat contentedly watching television, bowls of paper food by
their sides. Father hung by the feet with sellotape from the ceiling of
the kitchen. Sophia smiled: Maybe I like this Bend family after all.
For a long time, apart from Rabby, the toy rabbit, who truly had sewn
to his body a tiny carrot which could be seen by parting the orangey
fur, and who enjoyed a special status, Orlando’s soft toys were made
of hard plastic. They were his men, that is to say, fantastically muscled
super-heroes. He kept them in a basket in his room, and frequently
played with them. At the supermarket one day, his mother allowed
him to buy yet another man to add to his extensive collection. This
one was Man-Bat and grotesque in the extreme.
– Are you sure you want this monstrous thing?
– Oh yes, he said, with shining eyes, I love it – if you can say such a thing!
He spent a lot of time wondering who could conquer whom and how,
and staging complicated battle tournaments on his bedroom floor,
using string, springs, rubber bands, paddle pop sticks and magnets.
Sophia’s special soft toy was Lioney, Orlando’s Rabby. Their mother’s
had been Fluffy the dog. If there ever had been a real Fluffy she could
not remember, but incredibly, 50 years later, Fluffy the dog was here
now by her desk. He had not come through unscathed. He was
earless; he had undergone two eye operations (Orlando and Sophia
had assisted with great professionalism, handing their mother the
buttons, the thread, swabs and bandages); his fur, never really fluffy
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in the fi rst place, was thinning. But he smelt and felt the same, and
he was still himself – alive, not alive, inscrutable, lovable, shabby
and mysterious.

SURREAL LOGIC
When children are very young it is not just their teddy bears who may
be alive, it is everything. This is why babies are so very fascinated by
dogs, cats and other living creatures. They look at them with an
almost comic mixture of pleasure, disquiet and near disbelief: Here is
proof – can this be true? – of my feeling that everything is alive! This toy is
alive and soft and warm and moving! Oh my goodness! They look away,
and then they must look again. To the very young there is not a vast
difference between a soft toy, a real puppy and the floors and the
ceilings – they are all part of their animate surround.
Giulia caught Orlando as a toddler with his ear to his bedroom floor
one day … The fl oor’s telling me I’m a grown up, he announced in a
pleased way.
On another occasion, when Giulia had just computerised herself, and
was still very protective of the devices, she found Orlando in her study.
Too fiercely she said: What are you doing near my printer?
Guilty but self-assertive: I just told it to print.
When she was little Sophia was given a tulip in a pot. The red blooms
opened in two days, but then the petals began to lose their gloss, and
while Sophia was at school they fell off one by one.
– What’s happened to my tulips? she lamented, looking at the bare
stalks. They visited for such a short time.
Children and adults can view the same thing but see it differently.
Orlando (5) and Sophia (3) were watching television with their
parents and an advertisement for so-called high-fibre white bread
was screened. It used singing, dancing invisible children – their clothes
implied their – to symbolise the invisible presence of the fibre. The
cynical adults looked at each other, raised their eyebrows and
said, If you believe that, you’ll believe anything. Meaning white bread is
white bread. Orlando and Sophia responded in an uneven chorus:
Oh, doesn’t the bread really make you invisible?
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Yet children possess a logic of their own. This is often at odds with
sober, adult reality, but poetically powerful and no less authentic.
When he was nine or so Orlando and his mother had the following
exchange about the very large mound of pencil shavings kept in a jar
on his desk:
– Why do you keep pencil sharpenings?
– I like them.
– But why?
– Why do I collect corks?
– I don’t know.
– You see. It’s the same reason.
Because they do not yet know the rules of this world (Sophia’s phrase)
children are natural lateral thinkers. They are free to think the
unthinkable and say the unsayable. And when they think it or say it the
charm is that it does not seem at all strange to them. For a long time
Orlando and Sophia believed that the first line of Australia’s national
anthem was not Australians all, let us rejoice but Australia’s golden ostriches.
They did not think this in the least odd. Just as when she was young
Giulia had accepted without question that her school song, A Hymn to
St. Brigid, contained the line See thy children ill [kneel] before thee.
Orlando often voiced this type of children’s fresh logic. In his view,
for instance, it was not fair sometimes when he and Sophia did each
other favours: she would fetch him a towel, but he had to fetch a
glass of water for her. She got both a glass and the water, two things
to his one. Again it was not fair at cinemas the way you have to pay
for the ticket, and then they actually get half of it back. If Liberty
fabrics were so special, what did they do? And if you stayed at a hotel
forever, you’d never have to pay, would you? Oh, and why didn’t
Dorothy simply click her red shoes together to get back home at the
beginning of The Wizard of Oz?
As a young child Orlando frequently reminded his mother of
academics she had known who wore odd socks and had egg on their
ties, even as they passionately expounded some theory with happy,
blinky eyes. Material reality might lap at Orlando’s lighthouse but
often he would not notice until it was a raging, spuming storm.
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Orlando: What day is it, Mum?
– The 28th.
– Of what?
– No, there I refuse to tell you. There is a limit!
Orlando inhabited a world where physical objects – his belongings –
were apparently whirling away from him. His hat, his lunch-box, his
jumper, his bus pass would all have to be kept from spiralling off into
the abyss by a constraining act of will.
– Where’s your lunch-box, Orlando?
– Lunch-box?
– Where’s your jumper?
– Jumper?
– Where’s your hat?
– I don’t know. [This said as though he should be the last person to
be consulted]
– Is your brain switched on?
– Yes, but it takes half an hour to warm up.
– What planet do you come from, Orlando?
– Nectron.
But when it came to sharks or spiders, velocity, dolphins or pyramids
it was a different story. Quite often in the middle of a family meal,
a comment would rise like an air bubble to the water’s surface,
obviously part of a continuous internal monologue:
– Actually, daddy-long-legs are the most poisonous, but their fangs are
not long enough to pierce the skin.
On summer holidays Orlando would collect shells from the beach
and arrange them in beautiful lines according to shape, colour and size.
He did the same thing with a collection of insects that he once found
in a swimming pool. Giulia discovered the soft-hued bracelet on a
table, with magnifying glass and tweezers nearby. The same boy
who looked like he needed a personal assistant to comb his thick hair
or to catch crumbs while he ate was capable of the most delicate
manipulation of diaphanous wings.
Sophia’s style of logic was more pragmatic, poetic and personal. At
six she wanted to wear school clothes under her pyjamas to save time
in the morning. A year later she devised a hairstyle that involved
winding her hair into two or three hard knobs. She did not want to
tell her mother or others the secret of how she did this or they’ll be too
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beautiful. At about the same time, Sophia, a country girl living on a
rural property, desperately wanted to do ballet. Looking around at
what was plentiful, she mused: Can you pay for ballet lessons with
rabbit poo? Her mother was reminded of a postcard she had received
many years earlier from Remo, her much younger brother, while she
was studying at Oxford – as landlocked as it was academic: Will you
buy me a XXXS wetsuit if you see one?
Children’s ease with the incongruous makes a house with children
in it a naturally surreal place. In Giulia’s childhood home for many
years there had been a fork sticking jauntily out of the television
in place of the channel-changing knob. The fork was only noticed
when guests politely averted their gaze. In a similar Dada-esque
vein, Orlando and Sophia kept a deep blue velvet-covered ring box
in the bathroom, and when curious adults investigated they found
nestled within a collection of dead blowfl ies. Also in the bathroom,
a plastic spider the size of a dinner-plate in the medicine drawer,
and in amongst the brightly coloured bath toys, the plastic limbs
of a dismembered, realistic-wrinkly newborn baby doll.
Where adults see mess and fear chaos, children see play and creation.
When she was little, Sophia’s room could be viewed as a very untidy
bedroom or as a functioning art studio. Sophia was happy when she
could freely use anything to make anything: beads, words, metallic
paints, print, paper, fabric, lots of colours, music, stickers, sequins,
glue, pattern. Wormy lozenges of shiny green tinsel hung from one
corner of the ceiling with one queen-bee piece of tinsel to the fore.
In the opposite corner of the ceiling, criss-crossed masking-tape was
used to suspend a fabric hammock for a favoured teddy.
– It won’t hold the teddy. You’ll pull the paint off.
– No, I tested it before.
– You what?
A pillow hung suspended from a high open cupboard door:
– Orlando helped me. It’s for me to punch when I feel angry.
Swags and swathes of sheets and blankets turned Sophia’s freestanding
bed into an intriguing combination of theatre and boat. The desk was
the paper collage and cutting-out area, and to its busy surface gravitated
all the pens, scissors, tape and staplers of the house. Some powdered
crayons were soaking in a glass of water. Another current project was
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a row of girl stick figures made out of pencils, sellotape, cardboard
and glitter.
Sometimes, feeling like an unimaginative curator, her mother tried
to tidy this white-carpeted room. Cleaning the room took many
hours and could only be done when the children were at school.
Otherwise Sophia would burrow into the yawning garbage bin and
retrieve item after item.
– You can’t throw away this! This will be a car for my Polly Pocket people.
– I’ve had these lolly wrappers since I was a child.
– That’s what I use to teach my children.
– I made that card.
– I use that for dressing up.
All significant and valuable. Several months later, another I-mean-itit’s-the-last-time-I-will-ever-tidy-your-room had just taken place, and it
had been a mammoth two-day session. But soon the room began to
return to its native state, a forest valiantly sending forth new green
shoots after a decimating bush fi re.
Normally children are subject to the rule of benevolent dictators, the
adults. A child’s world may be transgressive but it is dependent. On
Father’s Day, 1994, Sophia had argued for more power for children:
I have to make a promotion to you. Children need a Day, too. They are
just as important. There’s Mother’s Day, and there’s Father’s Day, but
what about Children’s Day? She was not convinced by her mother’s
argument that every day was children’s day.
– I mean a real Day. Where are the cards? Where are the gifts?
Where is the celebration? She stood up to make her fi nal peroration,
with arms outstretched: Children need a Day!
When she heard this plea, her mother suddenly remembered going
as a child to have her hair cut at her De Lorenzo uncles’ hairdressing
salon in the city. A peculiar perfumed airlessness, pastel colours
and neon light, footsteps muted on soft vinyl, the sound of curtains
being whooshed along metal rods, and a strong smell of peroxide.
The women, who were all referred to as girls, spoke in the hushed,
melodious tones of the temple of beauty. They deferred in all things
to Mr Anton and Mr Vincent. Giulia would be swathed in nylon, and
helped up onto a board that was placed over the arms of the normal
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chair. As the scissors snipped, the dark hair fell and mounded around
the chair like ragged black snow, strangely primitive on the salon floor,
but quickly whisked away with a special broom into a laminated
corner cupboard that clicked shut.
While her hair was being cut, big silent tears would invariably roll
down Giulia’s cheeks. In the silver pool of the mirror she would see
her mother’s face, incurious, but every so often, sliding across it, the
wispiest cloud of annoyance. Why are you crying? her uncle Tony
would ask in his humorous, breathy voice. Winking at his sister, he
always made the same joke: It’s I who should be crying, because you
don’t pay for your haircut!

CHILDSPLAY
Children find an oasis of power in their play. When it comes to
their games, they are in charge and can imagine at will. This
unleashes creativity which is free and fun. When the play of
imagination is inward it is no less refreshing. Children sometimes
invent companions or alter egos for themselves. Giulia’s brother,
Bruno, younger by three years, invented a persona for himself. As
an infant he went around with a greeny-yellow bathing cap on his
head – the type that had a pattern of hair embossed on it–his beloved
teddy bear held by the nose in his mouth, and insisted that he was a
fireman. Bruno also invented some friends, Mr Meranguey and
Geraldine, and resorted gratefully to their company when feeling
oppressed by an older sister.
In the garden at Kensington the peach, the pomegranate and the
olive tree bloomed. Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow blossomed, deep
mauve, light mauve and white. The empty swing beckoned.
– We won’t go high, I promise.
– Do you really promise?
– Yes. You can get off the swing whenever you want.
The trusting toddler, with silver curls and dangling nappy, got onto
his six-year-old sister’s lap, crossways, and they took off. Till she
could see the University of NSW over the roof of the house, and he
could see, if he would open his eyes, the Monastery of the Sacred
Heart. The wind rushed through their hair. Words swallowed by
sensation and speed, terror and elation. Higher and higher. Till the
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ropes of the swing gave that horizontal flutter. Only then did she
return him, shaken and vowing never again to trust her, to earth.
Mr Meranguey and Geraldine could always be relied on, while in the
heat of the game, let’s face it, Giulia could be treacherous.
Most of the best toys and the best games are invented or homemade.
How often do babies or young children ignore the toy to pounce
on the package. Lego, for instance, is very popular, and many
households have a bucket or box of the pieces. There is even a walk
through a child’s room known by some as the Lego shuffl e. The
children can go for months without playing with Lego, and then
they will have a Lego craze, fight over rare pieces and so on. They
always have more fun when they use the Lego to make their own
structures rather then follow the manufacturer’s plan. They also
love pots and pans and the intricacies of coffeepots, cheese grinders
and garlic crushers. Watching young babies play, perhaps talking
away to themselves as they sit in their cots, rearranging objects very
deliberately, is fascinating. It is as though the babies are engrossed
in a sacred rite in which they are the initiates, and it is the parents
who are the neophytes.
Some games never take place and that is the game. As a schoolchild
Giulia used to play a game with her friends called Cowboys and
Indians. The game consisted of going around the playground chanting
in a singsong pattern: Who’ll–––play–––Cow-boys and In-di-ans?
Those who wanted to play joined the wavery line of children, arms
around each other’s shoulders, as they went on collecting more
children. Then the school bell would ring and those who still wanted
to play Cowboys and Indians would go back into class.
Some games can be played over and over again. How many times
would they find it hilarious, for instance, for Giulia to play the opening
of Beethoven’s Moonlight Sonata on the piano while Bruno ever so
slowly pretended to be emerging from the coffin-shaped record player
in the best, hardly-ever-used lounge-room at Kensington? How many
times would Orlando and Sophia find it funny when, on their return
from school, their mother ran towards the children in exaggerated,
loving welcome – her whole body said, Come to mamma! – all the while
wearing the full gas mask she used at that time to avoid dust allergens
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when cleaning. Orlando (8) drew a caricature of Giulia in this guise
that would have been horrifying were it not humorous.

An example of a game that involved no imagination whatsoever,
simply visual memory – a great favourite with adults who had no idea
what children enjoyed – was Kim’s Game. This was a popular party
game when Giulia was a child, and she had hated its humourless
quality. Her heart always sank as the birthday mother self-importantly
emerged with a cloth-covered tray: Now, let’s see how many of these
objects you can remember, children. The cover was pulled off, and a
feverish attempt had to be made to commit to memory toast-rack,
pens, eggtimer, box of matches, teacup.
Jigsaws were another matter. The quietness and the ritual and, above
all, the process of wresting order out of chaos intrinsic in the jigsaw,
were deeply appealing: The Mountie gets his Man, Flowers with Figurine,
Life-boat, Bus – all stored in their dark glass Ovaltine jars. A favourite
jigsaw of Giulia’s had been A Country Scene. It had occurred to her
that in leafy Camden where they lived from 1995 for ten years or so
– with its church spire and parks, bicycles and buses – she had found
that very jigsaw to inhabit.
Usually the jigsaw was a solitary activity, like reading or embroidery.
One fell into the theatre of someone else’s image and explored it,
losing all consciousness of one’s own surround. But, on occasion, the
jigsaw could be shared and that was a different, usually highly amusing
activity. No longer peaceful and reflective, but comically competitive, as
the participants annexed their spheres of interest and wrestled over the
connective pieces. One evening Giulia and Bruno, their older cousin
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Adrian, their friend Joyce Taranto and her brother, had gathered to do
the largest puzzle they could find. It had thousands of pieces. The
session had turned into a marathon. For a night they all pored over the
puzzle, completely engaged. Deals were struck, pieces swapped, pizza
was eaten on the job, brows wiped. And most of the time they were all
laughing. To this day that was remembered as the night of the jigsaw.
The only other communal puzzle that Giulia could remember vividly
was that of a Playgirl Complete Centrefold of Jean-Paul Vignon (the word
Complete occurred eight times on the box) undertaken with cousins.
Virginia it was who early on found and recognised the vital piece, and
hid it. Amidst screams of mock outrage and laughter, she had the
honour and the duty of completing the puzzle.
Card games and board games were often too competitive to be enjoyable.
But there were exceptions, for instance the satisfyingly physical Grab!
Nonna, Giulia’s grandmother, played card games with the children, and
these games were fun. But that was because she herself was fun. She
was one of those adults who could play with children as equals. They
would play Grab with those intriguing Italian playing cards. Nonna, a
big Neapolitan woman, would sit there in her petticoat – she seemed to
be nearly always hot and fanning herself – holding her cards close to
her chest and smiling broadly, her gold tooth on the side glinting.
Sometimes she played Italian card games like Briscola with them.
Or they dispensed with the cards and played two favourite games,
Strip Because and Strip Laugh. In the first you were meant to converse
normally, but if you inadvertently said, Because or ’Cause you had to
surrender an item of clothing. In the second game you lost clothes if
you were the first to laugh when Nonna fixed you with her highpowered humorous stare. She always won, and they always ended
up stripped and tired from laughing.

MAKE BELIEVE
When Giulia and Bruno went to stay at Nonna’s often she would
rustle up costumes for them to put on an impromptu show or dance.
Slapdash but effective. She always had some scheme or game afoot.
She was impatient of detail, but good on the big picture. On the other
hand, she herself would wear an apron over her apron, to keep the
underneath apron clean. When Bruno inevitably wore out the nose of
his beloved teddy, she knitted him a new one, and new paws, and made
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a vest of fake leopard-skin for him. And she could dramatically
transform herself when it was time to go to town, as travelling into Sydney
from the suburbs such as Coogee was called in those days. A full abito
di etichetta [full regalia] … the corset, the stockings, the suit, the hat, the
gloves, the corsage, full stylish regalia marred only, in her view, by the
functional shoes she was forced to wear because of her problem feet.
Sophia seemed to have inherited this love of dressing up. She was
always morphing herself, either with unconventional but effective
combinations of her own clothes, or with the help of the large collection
of dressing-up clothes kept in an old trunk in her room. She went
through a fairy stage quite quickly, but for a long time was caught up
in Eastern princess, draped all over, head included, with laces and rich
fabrics. Then there was prim librarian (Miss Clavelle) and after that,
the era of the smart businesswoman going to a cocktail party. Later on
she liked character roles: I want to be an actress but I have a problem.
No role is bad enough for me. I want to be a witch, not a fairy! Orlando’s
dressing up personae were mostly warriors of different sorts, but
occasionally he explored the absurd: bathing cap, gum boots and
dressing gown, or once, as a thoughtful gentleman, book and toy rat
in hand, a sock hanging from one ear. When Orlando and Sophia
played dressing up together there could be conflicts and there had to
be compromises. At times Sophia elected to be a female warrior,
indispensable colleague to her male counter-part, or Orlando chose
the role of spruiker or ticket collector for The Sophia Show. When
they played doctors and nurses, there were no nurses: they were both
doctors and took it in turn to be the patient. A favourite dressing up
game was Fatty Boomsticks. Both children would stuff as many cushions

Fatty Boomsticks 1991
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under their T-shirts and into their shorts as they could, and play an
extended game of Fat Family. There was a particular face that was
employed on these occasions, the Chubby Face. You had to fill your
cheeks with air, pout your mouth and look demure. When Sophia made
this face she looked uncannily like her Great-Aunt, Giulia’s Aunty
Thelma. Genetically the face was there, awaiting its time.
There was a whole range of special faces. Giulia did a good fish-mouth
face, but you could not do that when you were laughing at all, because
it involved the total sucking in of the cheeks, coupled with a goldfish
rhythmic pursing of the bunched lips. One day, Kevin McCallum, a
family friend, taught Orlando and Sophia a splendid new face. The
children were waving him good-bye as he walked to his car when
suddenly he ran back up to their window, placed his open lips hard
against the glass and fi lled his cheeks with air. It was a grotesque
glimpse of hell. The children loved it and practised assiduously until
they had mastered the technique.
When you are a child, make-believe is the stuff of life. Orlando (8)
and his mother were discussing what their wishes would be if they
happened to be granted wishes.
– My first wish would be infinity wishes, said Giulia, I can never
understand why they don’t do that in fairy-tales.
Orlando’s catalogue of wishes was as follows:
– I wish I could fly.
I wish I could be invisible.
I wish I had two cutting blades that would come out of my hands when
I wanted them to, to cut bread and oranges.
I wish I could lift the world.
Anything that you can imagine is possible. Or as Sophia (8) put it
one day, as they were driving down the mountain from their property,
Cortona, to Berry: I’ve been thinking … everything in the universe is
possible. It’s just that people can’t do it.
Imagining people, animals, places, worlds, setting up puppet shows
and theatricals, dressing up, making faces – in short, playing. You may
gradually learn the difference between what is invented and what is
real, but that knowledge merely adds a relish to the games. Just as
the knowledge that art is not life is precisely the distinctive pleasure
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of art. Not so much a suspension of disbelief as a consciousness of
belief, an intoxicating combination of knowing you are inventing, and
yet also believing in that invention.

Designs for Wings

The moods of play are many, from calm reflection to churning
excitement, but what seems to be common to all play is engagement
during and replenishment after. One day when Sophia was about
four, she was upset and crying about something, and Orlando tried
to cheer her up.
– Sophia, what’s wrong?
– [Sobs]
– Shall I tell you a story? Shall I imagine something good for you?
– [A tremulous nod of the head while the sobbing continued]
– Well, there’s this ballerina doll, about this high, and she’s very
pretty, ok? …
The sobs were much quieter now, and, even with flushed, wet cheeks
buried on her arms, Sophia was managing to look sideways at her
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brother so as not to miss any part of the image.
– And you teach her to walk and dance and cross the road.
– Do–oo I? The interest was there now, and the crying had stopped.
Orlando settled his legs more comfortably over the arm of the sofa
and continued the tale.
On another occasion, when their mother was tired and feeling low,
Orlando and Sophia, in a rare act of collaboration, invented an escape
scene for her.
Orlando started: Mum, what’s the matter? You look tired. Look, sit
down and put your feet up. Relax. Now, imagine you are on a beautiful
tropical island, ok? With white sand and palms, and lovely water.
Sophia: We are there too.
– Yes, but we are swimming in a clear, blue lagoon. Very safe for children,
ok? And you have had a swim, and a massage, and you are lying down
reading. Your hat is shading your eyes.
– And Dad is there relaxing.
– He’s reading a book by the side of the lagoon, and he’s keeping an eye on
us, so you can rest completely, ok? Oh, I know, he’s reading ‘1000 Ways to
Please Your Wife’.
– There is a long iced drink on a little table by your side. And chocolates.
And fl owers everywhere.
– There is opera playing.
– And you can smell beautiful food they’re getting ready for dinner.
– The sun sets, and you and Dad have a whisky.
– And there are stars, and you can hear the water lapping …
Giulia sighed, stretched, and slowly opened her eyes. She was almost
surprised to see Orlando and Sophia still in their school uniforms,
sitting side by side, and looking at her like two friendly owls, to see
the big gum-tree and a Camden brindled sky through the window,
and on the sofa beside her, the towering pile of clothes from the line
waiting to be folded.
Just as children’s play is their art, their art – their paintings and
drawings – is play for them. Orlando liked nothing better than to
hunch over his desk in his left-handed way and draw cicadas, their
very names an incantation … Greengrocer, Black Prince, Cherrynose,
Yellow Monday, Double Drummer, Blue Moon, Floury Baker,
Washerwoman … or make a very complicated imaginary animal,
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weapon, vehicle or city. Sophia, on the other hand, always went for
the big, quick effect. At pre-school she favoured thick p
paints and
would exuberantly cover most of the sheet of paper
aper
on her easel. For a long time the chosen subjects
ts
of her drawings were house façades with windows
ws
and flowers, and rows of spidery little girls not
unlike herself. She would also combine girls and
nd
houses into girl-houses. She did these images in
n
every medium she could lay her hands on, including
uding
drinking straws and computer graphics.

Houses, Girls and Girl-houses, Sophia 1993

Play is doing, but some of the best times of childhood are simply
being. Nature can be a meditation for a child. The child immerses
herself in place to the extent that the boundaries between the self and
surround are blurred. This lends the places of one’s childhood a potent
mythical quality. One remembers the place, but more importantly one
remembers that feeling of oneness, of wide-awake energy and blissful
oblivion curiously combined together.

CHILDHOOD PLACES
For the child the enchantment of place is compelling, and that same
enduring poetry is available to the adult who recreates childhood in
memory. Many people as adults have had the experience of returning
to their childhood home, or school, and fi nding those places shrunken
and prosaic when compared to their enhanced memories. Was
Nonna’s back garden the wilderness (complete with vegetables) Giulia
remembered? Was the painted door to her grandfather o’Non’s shed
truly secret and forbidden? The child’s imagination seems to provide
that dream-like space between external reality and the inner landscape
of head and heart. Is that why even a busy city by day – Sydney with
its mute, noisy crowds, department store windows, escalators and
cafeterias – can seem magical to a child?
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The magic childhood place of Orlando and Sophia was Cortona, a 46
acre rural property at Woodhill, about seven kilometres towards
Kangaroo Valley from Berry on the South coast of NSW.

Cortona

They loved this place, its wildness and beauty. It was their world for
about six years, from ages four to ten (Orlando), and two to eight
(Sophia). Their parents’ experience of the place was mixed, but
Orlando and Sophia plunged wholeheartedly into it because they were
children. For two years while they were building their house on the
top of the mountain the family lived in a large shed on the plateau
80 metres below. The shed was not uncomfortable but it was very
cluttered. Completely open plan, with laden bookshelves as roomdividers. The interior of the shed, with a household’s worth of goods
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on view, was like one of those busy children’s illustrations asking you
to find concealed in this picture two tea-trays, one carrot, one iron and so
on. For the children there were distinct advantages: they could
always feel part of the action and close to their parents, never left out
or excluded. They had to do their homework on the dining room
table right next to the kitchen and get dressed in the living room,
which was the dining room. The morning cup of tea could be passed
up directly to the parents’ sleeping-loft from the kitchen below; and
the bathroom was easy talking distance from both the kitchen and
from where their parents slept. The floor of the shed was sealed
concrete and so you could paint or glue without using newspaper, and
everything was out anyway, so there was not a lot of point in trying
to put your things away. Although they had their separate sleeping
corrals, the children could easily whisper to each other after lights out,
and throw teddies at will over the intervening bookshelf. Orlando
used to go to sleep watching the pale outline of the lamp’s shadow
above the kitchen area, and they both learnt to sleep against the noise
of television, music, conversation … or the wind.
The countryside is where weather really matters. Woodhill had a lot
of weather. The overpowering westerlies blew down Kangaroo Valley
to the opening out of that valley which was Woodhill. Buffet after
buffet pushed against the flank of the shed, and made it creak like an
old schooner. The tin roof would visibly rise and then recoil down
with a loud bang. The wind would support you – child or adult – if
you stretched out your arms and leant off the hillside into it. Several
times the Hills Hoist was turned inside out like an umbrella, and
clothes or sheets off the line, no matter how many pegs had been used,
ended up halfway down to Berry. Inside, Giulia and Brett found that
they had to shout to each other to be heard, even when right next to
each other in bed. Sometimes the wind was accompanied by saturating
horizontal rain or, on a few occasions, large ice-milk hailstones.
Orlando and Sophia enjoyed the shed, but they enjoyed far more
exploring the bush, real bushy bush bush as Sophia called it. Cortona
was on a hill on a corner, and one large relatively cleared flank of the
property faced north, another smaller, steeper, thickly wooded flank
faced south. Intrepid in a way which was a marvel to their mother,
the children would set off with water, food and rucksacks and turn
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up several hours later, dirty, tired, hungry and happy. They took with
them salt for leeches (which were on the wetter south side), tweezers
for ticks, rope, magnifying glass, containers for any remarkable plant,
insect, or rock specimens; and they knew to leave any snakes well
alone. Many of Orlando and Sophia’s adventures involved fallen treetrunks, clambering over or under them, jumping on springy branches,
exploring the miniature colony within the trunk. They spent hours
sliding down the hillside on old flattened cardboard boxes, and on the
bottom paddocks, wading in the dams examining azola, looking for
tadpoles and other aquatic life. They would go to the orchard and
run along the terraces, but this was not encouraged because a large
black snake lived in the orchard and could usually be seen coiled on
the grass like a shiny industrial hose.
Gradually, as they got older, the range of their walks increased. Their
nerve and enthusiasm never faltered. Sometimes their mother’s did.
Compared with the immensity of the Australian bush any human
being was so very tiny, let alone a child. She would be overcome by
a sense of their vulnerability. She could easily imagine sixteen tragic
scenarios. She would want to see them and be sure they were safe.
She would walk along the ridge of the driveway, the border between
the north and south territories, and bellow into the wind, Or-lan-do
and So-phi-a, Or-lan-do and So-phi-a until finally she would hear a
faint reply, or the children would come scrambling back and reassure
her indulgently.
– Don’t worry, Mum, we’re ok. We’re just making a cool cubby near the
wombat holes. And off they would go again.
Gardening at Cortona was almost impossible. The wind tortured
young plants and tore entire branches off old ones. When the hot
hairdryer Westerly was blowing, the heat wilted plants before your
eyes; there was either too little or too much water; the black
cockatoos and flying foxes fought with each other over any fruit in
the orchard; soft grey wallabies and hundreds of rabbits made night
visits and delicately munched any produce that had been overlooked;
cows blundered into protective nets and fences. The European
gardener in Giulia was frustrated. Many times a day she mentally
pruned the gum trees with their jagged, amputated limbs. In her
mind she mowed the grass, all 46 acres of it, and put a neoclassical
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temple on the Mons Veneris near the furthest dam in place of the
knobbly orange clay ants’ nest that was there. She did in fact prune
many of the lillipillies lining the steep driveway from the gateway of
the property to the house. The children would be dropped home by
the school bus at the gate, and toil up the hill. There she would be,
saw in hand, absorbed in her shaping of the lichen-covered trees.
– What are you doing, Mum?
– I’m improving the trees, she would say, thinking equal parts
Capability Brown and Alice in Wonderland.
– What’s wrong with them? They’re alright the way they are.
– No, come on, look at this. Now you can see the sea through here. And
that’s a much nicer shape. She pointed out various felicities of design
to them. Isn’t this better?
– S’ppose so, they would say, dumping their school bags, grabbing the
prunings to play with, and running off to the tree house.
Orlando loved to go around weed whacking and Cortona provided an
ample supply of super weeds, lush and tall. They all remembered
how once their mother had pulled out a giant weed growing right
next to the shed. It was a thistle as tall as her, and she had had to
brace her feet against the base of the wall and pull with both her
hands and all her might. I … don’t … belieeeve … this … weed. When
it fi nally gave she had fallen backwards with it, cursing and laughing.
The children had an intense and quite detailed mental map of the
property in their heads, and they could pinpoint an area to each other
quite accurately:
– You know the crooked tree beyond the tree house.
– Yes.
– You go past that to the cut-grass, and under the wobbly log.
– Yes.
– And there’s that ditch near the rock-quarry.
– Yes, the one with the spiky plants.
– Well, that must be where we left your jumper, Sophia.
Just as the northern slope always seemed to be hot, sunny and windy,
the silky colour of straw, the southern slope was always green, damp
and still. There the children would go for a different style of bushwalk. The rain forest was thick with lillipillies and tree ferns and so
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they had to crouch as they walked, and use a knife to make a way
through tangled vines. In the midst of this bush there was a circle of
particularly tall tree ferns with a soft clearing in the centre. Sophia
always maintained that that was where Lioney was born. If anything
they knew these cramped southern trails even better than their
northern ones. They would invite unsuspecting visitors to come with
them on a bush-walk after lunch, and then lead them along narrow
wombat paths and through dense brush. Eventually Orlando and
Sophia, invigorated by power, would cheerfully return their victims,
and the adults would unbend creakily, brush the leaf litter out of
their hair, and giggle in nervous relief.
Another important childhood place for Orlando and Sophia was the
seacoast, as it is for any child lucky enough to go there often. There
were picnics and walks at different haunts in Jervis Bay, each with its
own allure: the parrots and wallabies of Greenpatch, the idyllic still
waters of scoopy Honeymoon Bay, the wilder beauty of secluded
Target Beach – you had to walk for half an hour through bush and
over sandy pine needles to get there – the shallow openness of Callala
Beach, the fishing village atmosphere of Huskisson. Sometimes they
would go to Greenwell Point, eat oysters and walk on the jetty, but
most often they would go to Boat Harbour at Gerringong. This was
the seaside place known most intimately, its pools and crevices carved
on the children’s memory. Orlando and Sophia spent hours walking
along the shore, exploring the rock platform. When the tide was out,
and especially if the north-easterly blew at the pitted surfaces, the
most complicated abstract painting would result, passionate and
cerebral, a visual Bach Cantata. Texture and colour varied from
footstep to footstep: ripples, pocks, undulations, dark grey stony
whorls, brown spongy lozenges, stripes, speckles, shiny mirrors,
miniature pools each with its own illuminated tableau vivant.
Cortona was to Orlando and Sophia as Bayview was to their mother,
and as Salina had been to her father, Tom (Gaetano): the special
childhood place. Giulia’s father always talked of his Italian birthplace,
Salina, as The Island, as though there were no other. Remote even to
Italians, Salina is a volcanic island to the north of Sicily, one of the
Isole Eolie, the Æolian islands. These islands are a Tasmania, a Sicily
of Sicily. There is a fringe of villages around the coast of Salina,
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including the main one, Santa Marina, Tom’s birthplace, and Pollara on
the other side of the island, where ’o Non came from. The ancient
name for Salina was Didyme from the twin breasts of wooded extinct
volcano that dominate the centre of the island. The steep shores of the
Island are surrounded by deep water like glass. Tom would tell
dreamlike stories about his childhood on Salina and especially about
the sea, how once he was nearly drowned by having his foot caught
underwater by a giant clam, tales of fabulous fishing and being given
cigarettes by travelling sailors, of going to Church to look at the girls,
of physical exertion, responsibility and the growth of consciousness, of
looking out over the straits of Messina from the window of the
agricultural college to which he had been sent after elementary school,
and thinking If I stay here I will die and so escaping back to Salina, and
then, at the age of just fifteen, of leaving everything and everyone
forever for the unknown venture of Australia.
To uncover one’s own memories of childhood is always a little painful
or difficult, like watching a merry-go-round until the blur resolves into
distinct colours. For Giulia, thinking about Bayview was like that:
dizzying, evocative, calling across the years. When she fi rst knew
Bayview it was a little town, barely a hamlet. It was on the Pittwater
estuary of Broken Bay, 30 km from Sydney and chosen by Tom for its
resemblance – in some ways – to Salina.
Every year they would go to the house at Bayview for their summer
holiday, leaving on Boxing Day and coming back to Kensington about
three weeks later. They would pack the car to its limit – suitcases,
bundles, food, water toys, fishing gear, a canary in its cage and a cat
in a box. They always took too much. Their mother would add
things, and their father would take things out: O no, porca miseria,
Marì, we’re only going for a few weeks. You thin’ there are no shops?
Managg’ … [Bloody hell, Marie … Hell’s teeth …] Grumbling away
good-naturedly in his deep voice, his accent an even mix of Australian
and Sicilian, he would arrange everything in the car so efficiently
that there was a bit more space, and then that would be fi lled with
cushions, and bedding and board-games and books, and Giulia’s
shoe-box of dolls’ heads – weirdly she dispensed with the bodies, and
simply kept the heads to hairdress: long silky red and blond hair that
had a peculiar synthetic smell when hot.
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The drive from Kensington to Bayview seemed endless to the
children. The fi rst milestone was the crossing of the Harbour Bridge,
portal into the unknown to the Eastern Suburbs mind. Then came
the spectacular Spit Bridge crossing which often delayed them for a
long time if a tall ship was passing through and the bridge was up.
They drove along the Wakehurst Parkway, passing strip shops, and
into the land of sprinklers and leafy, flowery gardens. They passed
the landmark of a statue of a black man with red loincloth and spear
sitting with his dog on a cart in someone’s front garden. They began
to hear the continuous chorus of cicadas and smell the eucalyptus.
The drive through Frenchs Forest was the wildest part of the journey,
or seemed so then. Mile after mile of bushland with winding hilly
roads and few houses. Giulia always had her window open and the
breeze in her face. It made of the trip a meditation and sidestepped
carsickness. By the time they got to Narrabeen Lakes they felt they
were almost there. The holiday atmosphere was noticeable. Everyone
was in shorts or swimming costume and thongs, with matted salty
hair and burnt noses, and the floors of the shops had a thin fi lm of
gritty sand on them. They always bought drinks, perhaps comics for
the children, milk, bread and bait at Mona Vale, an optimistically
large quantity of the last-mentioned. And always in the general store
that sold the bait, despite any quantity of packed ice and freezer
chest, there was that rich, breath-catching smell of rotten prawn.
Their holiday house at Bayview was a fibro week-ender with enclosed
verandah and corrugated iron roof, painted cream with green trim.
It was set very high above Pittwater Road – there were at least 40
grey-black, weathered sandstone steps to reach it. The house looked
over the simple marinas across the road, squarely at Lion Island
crouched in the bay, and across to Newport to the east and back to
Church Point to the north. Bayview, as the house came to be called,
had cramped hot bedrooms, a tiny kitchen with a very noisy fridge
and an old-fashioned green and white Early Kooka gas stove. The
holiday proper began with that first exciting smell of gas and the fi rst
cafetiera placed on the hob. The days were defi ned at fi rst, and then
dissolved into each other. Pleasant rituals replaced the clock as the
measure of duration. They would spend much of the time just sitting
in second-best chairs on the verandah, reading or occasionally playing
cards. In the evening they would light the mosquito coils and put
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pungent citronella on their legs. The sea would grow black and lonely
diamonds flash in the dark, cool fragrance. Early in the morning the
cycle would recommence. The children would hear the reassuring fi rst
murmur of parent voices from the next room, Tom’s deep tones and
Marie’s husky-sleepy lilt. Before the heat began the magpies would
carol, an entrancing polyphonic song. A kookaburra would set off a
laughing chorus. The sea would stain from still pearl to blue, the
horizon unfurl and the heat of the day pulsate to the deafening chorus
of cicadas.
The neighbours on one side of Bayview and behind were invisible and
unknown, but on the low side – where one landed when one cast all
caution to the winds and rolled down the high slopes – lived the Olivers
who had sold the weekender to Tom in the 1930s, and gone on to build
a brick and tile house with carpets within and velvet lawns without.
Each holiday they would pay a visit to the Olivers, who were kindly
but bloodless, and everyone would say the same things. The utterly
tidy house made the children feel awkward and subdued. The muffling
carpet and the lowered venetian blinds had a strangely anaesthetising
effect. Nor were they used to so complete an absence of friendly
cooking smells. They quickly learnt to go outside where at least you
could play with dropped banana leaves and thread frangipanis.
The garden of the weekender had several remarkable plants: a spicy
sweet-smelling Cecil Brunner miniature rose, a big Christmas bush,
always in starry red flower when they saw it, an abundance of fuchsias,
many intoxicatingly scented pale wild freesias, and climbing all over a
shade house that enclosed the former outside toilet, a splendid chalice
plant whose sacramental creamy lilies could hold a good-sized glass of
water. These plants would be noted consciously by the children, their
profl igacy remarked on, and then they would simply form part of the
heady scent map of the place as they went about their games.
Even more enchanted than Bayview itself was Pittwater. They quite
often had a holiday within a holiday cruising on the waters of
Pittwater. Pittwater was elemental: water, sky, air, wood, tree, rock.
Briny, sweet, sticky, clean. The many boating holidays, one memory:
the cruiser would always be called Atlanta or Atlantis or Atalanta.
It would be wooden, old-fashioned and beautiful. The decks would
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smell of adventure and salt. There would be four single bunks and the
dining alcove would convert cunningly into a double bunk. The galley
would be streamlined and practical, with metal rails to hold even the
smallest cup or glass in place if the sea was rough. The blinds on the
windows clipped neatly open and clipped neatly shut. The toilet and
shower worked well, and the bathroom with its characteristic sweet
mildewy smell also had clever dovetailed shelving with guardrails.
There was no dead space: where there could be a cupboard or a
storage hatch there was, under every seat, for example. Gas-stove, icechest, ship-shape. There would be at least three hatches to the
outside: one above the steering wheel, allowing Tom on occasion to
steer the boat insouciantly with his feet; one above the top bunk in the
cabin that Giulia and Bruno shared, allowing Giulia, who always
claimed the top bunk, to smell the breeze, to watch the stars
at night and the lightening of the sky at dawn; and another near the
coiled anchor rope in the bow. The dinghy would bob behind. There
was a big hatch in the floor alongside the galley. This was where the
engine was housed. Unfortunately, unlike the interior design of the
boat, the engine was prone to inefficiency. This did not worry Tom in
the slightest. He would listen to increasing splutters with raised
eyebrows and a half smile, his face registering a kind of suppressed
excitement, only thinly disguised as irritation. He liked nothing better
than to delve down into the motor, his feet and legs still on ground
level, and his voice echoing cavernously as he asked for various tools to
be handed to his backward stretched arms. Many hours were spent
becalmed on the dark khaki waters of Pittwater, rocking gently and
looking at the thick yellow soles of their father’s feet.
At the start of the boating holiday, they would leave the car at the
Marina. An old man known as Pop would appear at the door of his
caravan, unshaven, wearing singlet and shorts, and promise to keep an
eye on the Jagler as he called it. Occasionally their departure would
coincide with the arrival of the Murray, an enormous, pretentious
cruiser, then state of the art, whose captain, always dressed impeccably
in white Commodore style, was famous locally for being a completely
incompetent sailor. If the Murray was coming in the word would go
around, and all the old salts would gather to watch the manoeuvres.
They leant laconically on the piers, but their eyes were sharp and they
were always hoping for another shuddering bump or screeching scrape.
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The family would walk out over a set of precarious gangplanks, to the
wharf where the boat would be temporarily moored, and load up with
box after box of provisions, using a human chain from wharf to galley.
Petrol and water. And then they set out. There was no feeling like it.
They always felt that they were literally leaving any cares behind,
clamouring impotently on the wharf. You never wore shoes on board.
Once their mother had driven up to Bayview a few days after the rest
of the family. She still brought the numerous boxes of provisions, but
for some reason – Giulia now realized it could easily have been the
break from husband and children for a few days – she looked completely
refreshed and years younger. She was wearing a bandana in her curly
hair, which she hardly ever did, and a knitted sun-top. Remo, a child
of about eight at the time, had said: Mum, you look like a young girl.
They had a number of frequent destinations: Taylor Bay – that as a
young child, Giulia had thought to be Tiler Bay, due to her father’s
accent – always good for mackerel and yellow tail, or the Basin with its
shallow bright waters and yellow sand. There one could swim safely
and join in with the land holidayers camping on the shores. The hot,
long expanse of Patonga Beach. Church Point for petrol and supplies,
newspapers, aspirin, milk, beer, ice, bait, fresh meat, vegetables and
the fruits of summer. The Yacht Club at Newport – when going to
dinner there, you had to put good clothes over your suntanned body,
a strange feeling after the bare, easy-going weeks. Refuge Bay was a
long sail, but worth the trip. You glided into the peaceful bay, towards
the waterfall at its heart. Then you could either swim into the
waterfall, or row to the beach. Refuge Bay was a popular destination,
and yet the colourful slashes of people were utterly dwarfed by the
rock face that backed the waterfall. Even so, some agile sailors had
clambered to the top of the cleft and written in white paint the names
of their boats and the date. New Year’s Eve was often spent in Refuge
Bay. The night was usually dark, with lots of stars. Midnight would
arrive over the black waters. A toast would be offered up on the
Atlanta, and the sole indication of a wider community on this planet
would be provided by the lit up cruisers and sailing boats of strangers
honking their foghorns at midnight. A couple of years there was the
plangent sound of a lone bag-piper. For a few seconds Refuge Bay
would be vocal: Time passes. Life flows. We’re here. Then human
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noise would subside to the slow clink of rigging, leaving the timeless
lapping of water, the rustling of night birds and insects.
The loneliest place of all was Jerusalem Bay. It always seemed to be
night in this claustrophobic inlet. Dark mounds of trees surrounded
on three, nearly four sides. It was the sea equivalent of a sombre valley.
Hardly anyone seemed to come here, and the children were always
glad to leave, setting out once more on the open seas. Sometimes they
would round Barrenjoey with its lighthouse, and visit Palm Beach from
the ocean side. Like the Basin, Palm Beach was the realm of
landlubbers, and thus exotic to sea-dwellers, as they were at this time.
The days seemed so long and always sunny, with the heat tempered
by the sea breeze. Much of the time was spent cruising along. No
matter how rough it was, Giulia invariably went up onto the top-deck
of the boat, either the very prow (or just back, on the bulkhead of
the cabins). From there you could take in everything, seasickness
was impossible, and the wind flowed through you. She could watch
the water for hours on end. There was the churning water of full
speed, with white lace, soapy foam and clear bubbles, there was the
ethereal flat pale water of dawn, the blue water of distance, the silver
water with diamond sparkles of late afternoon, the russet dyed water
of sunset, inky moonlit water, and above all, hypnotising and
compelling, there was the unbroken dark green mirror water of
stillness, where the reflecting platelets formed and reformed
constantly. No drop ever remaining static or intact, endlessly
destroyed, endlessly renewed. As an older child and as an adolescent,
she had often wished that she could be one of those drops, and so
become all of the drops, consciousness soothed in oblivion.
The metallic smell of fish cleaning was a pungent interruption to
these introspections. Giulia and Bruno would start cleaning the fish
so gingerly, and yet, by the end of the session, the scales would be
scraped off and the guts ripped out with relish. That cold, empty
smell of petrol and fish was the smell of the end of the day’s sunlight.
The fishing was always patchy. Quite often the children would fish for
hours without catching anything, only snagging their lines and handing
them all knotted to their father to untangle. Tom remained optimistic,
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in the manner of all trueborn fishers: the biggest fish was ever just
around the next headland. This despite the fact that the present catch
was often ridiculously small. It would be dangled aloft in mock
triumph and then thrown back. There was one famous occasion when
the fish were biting. They would all remember forever the time when
they were bringing up two sizeable bream on the one line, and another
two fish as quickly as they could re-bait their hooks. Such excitement
and laughing and joy and splashing. But on every other occasion, the
fish were wily and evasive. And sometimes they thought it would have
been more logical to grill up their prawn bait. When they did catch
enough fish to make a meal, Tom would take over the cooking. It was
the one dish he prided himself on – and as he took his first mouthful of
the flaky white flesh he would always say: Sweet, ehh?
Sometimes they went on illegal netting expeditions at night. These
never produced any catch of note and most of it was thrown back.
The experience was not pleasant for anyone but Tom. While he was
reliving his Salinese youth, an energetic rowing figure trailing the
invisible net in a silvery arc around the bay, his children were hopping
from foot to foot on the dark, silty beach, shivering in the cool breeze
and slapping at mosquitoes. Then they had to try to pull in the heavy
net, their feet sinking into the mud, and the mosquitoes biting at will.
Occasionally there was fishing excitement – an octopus or a
hammerhead shark, or a stingray. Then Tom would leap into action,
a whir of red skin, white singlet and blue shorts, demanding the net!
the net! Where’s tha’ bleddy ting? But the net would nearly always be
too slow in coming, or the prey would escape or the boat would need
to be steered, or children would get in the way. Once they did catch
a stingray, but it had its babies in the bottom of the dinghy, and in
trying to avoid this fish soup when they alighted at the wharf of the
snobby Newport Yacht Club for dinner, Giulia and Bruno rocked the
boat violently from side to side and nearly capsized it. Tom greeted
the watching colleagues from the Club genially, but his helping hand
hurt, and his mouth took on that look of suppressed grimness that
parents adopt when they cannot openly reprimand their children.
Various cousins joined them for all or part of these boating holidays
at times. Then any shadow of loneliness was banished and the fun
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would go up a notch. The board games they played in the evenings
were more hysterical, there were challenging sessions of hide and seek
on the boat, midnight feasts and on one occasion, a secret night-peeling
of Guy’s sunburnt back – a ritual he had impolitely refused by day – as,
all unsuspecting, he lay asleep. When it was very hot they dived off
the anchored boat and swam around, despite the ever-present but not
inhibiting possibility of sharks. They also tried to fry eggs and bake
pizzas on the roof of the boat. When the boat moored at Bayview,
they would swim in the tidal pool there, keeping their feet off the
muddy, weedy bottom. Christmas was the time of the king tides, and
the water of the pool would be deep and glassy green.
In the shallow part of the pool and all along the coast at Bayview there
was silty mud with mangroves. If you stood too long in one place your
foot would sink to the ankle and you would feel something hard,
crunchy and alive. When you hopped to the other foot, the same thing
would happen. Outside the marina one day the band of cousins
decided they would herd these soldier crabs. They ran behind swarms
of the small spidery creatures for hours, as the tide went further and
further out, exposing more and more dark brown pocked spongy sand.
Then, sad to say, they scooped up buckets of the little crabs, let them
out on Pittwater Road, and waited for the cars.
Finally it was time to pack up and go back to Sydney. The expanded
curved time of the holiday returned to normal everyday time. The
children left Bayview with mixed feelings, sorry to leave behind the
soothing changelessness of nature, glad to be going back to people, lights,
noise and their Christmas presents. It was always a kind of second
Christmas to be reunited with their barely acknowledged new toys, to
smell the pine needles of their desiccated Christmas tree in the hot still
air and yellow light of the shut up house at Kensington.

MAGIC PEOPLE
When Giulia and Bruno and their cousins were children, every new
person they encountered was grist to their mill, a source of interest
and observation. Their mother’s Italian teacher never ceased to rub
her hand all over her face, as though remodelling it. Sons of friends
told exotic tales of cane-toad shooting and cane-toad squashing. The
unmarried daughter of another friend had an unmistakable, easily
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imitated giggle. There was the local pharmacist who had answered
Not quite when asked on the telephone Is that you, Mr Furze? Another
son of friends spent most of his time working on his ancestral family
tree. The magnificent display – with daguerreotypes and portraits –
covered a wall of his bedroom. Their Parish Priest, on visits to the
Kensington house, used to say, No, I won’t have a drink thankyou,
Marie, just a little whisky. A family friend, Nino Piccone, would
always interrupt himself when he caught sight of their two pet cats
and say, in a thick, compassionate Southern Italian accent, Miserubble
buggss’. [Miserable buggers]
Such human richness and diversity, right to hand. There were the main
characters, and then there were ever receding circles of other people,
shadowy, glimpsed – friends of friends, relatives of relatives: Nonna’s
cleaning lady, Rosina, truly diminutive and compliant, dressed in a full
flowered apron; Aunty Jean’s Aunty Molly and Cousin Maudie; Aunty
Yvonne’s Liverpool cousins; tall freckly Val, who had very bitten nails and
who looked after the children, and happily let them ride on her back as
toddlers while she cleaned a floor; the doll-like ballerina daughters of a
family friend, one daughter bigger than the other but otherwise
identical. People were characters in the novel they were living. For
instance, once some guest had played the piano for Giulia, Adrian and
Bruno at Kensington. He had a peculiar gusto, and commenced each
phrase with an exaggerated hunching of the shoulders, very expectant
facial expression and raising of his hands high above the keyboard.
Whoever this man was, his piano-playing style had been remembered
forever. Adrian had only to sit down at the piano and play a few chords
in this style to have them all doubled over with laughter. In like vein,
a professional photographer had come to the house to take some family
portraits. She had said to Remo, with no hint that she considered it to
be an unusual name: Come on, Raven, could you stand over there with
the others? This too was sewn into the fabric of their discourse.
Orlando and Sophia had had a similar experience when the family
had taken their four-month old miniature schnauzer, Magnus, to be
groomed. Marguerite Garner, of Von Ostheim kennels, lived at
Thirlmere and performed the full beauty treatment for schnauzers –
bathing, clipping to the exacting schnauzer style, ears, nails. She
was a true dog lady of the old English school. She greeted them in a
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green surgical gown, and put a white gown on Giulia who was to
assist. She had three schnauzers of her own, many framed
photographs of dogs on her walls, and Canine Monthly on her coffee
table. She was strict. On one occasion when Magnus hazarded a
wriggle, she reprimanded him so swiftly and so soundly that he looked
up at her with his white-rimmed eyes and did not even dare whimper.
Mollified, she had said: None of my dogs give me any trouble. And
Orlando and Sophia had looked at each other meaningfully, not daring
to speak, and had adopted that phrase. It was repeated to Magnus
with comic emphasis many times over at home.
Orlando and Sophia were relatively isolated from other people, at
least until the family moved from Woodhill to Camden. When
visitors did come to Cortona the children would greet them with
some hysteria. Marooned islanders, they acted as if they had not seen
a human being for months and competed desperately for attention.
And yet even they had their people who, seen through the eyeglass
of childhood, became compelling specimens of humanity.
One such character was Gary Daly. Gary was a conservationist and
herpetologist who lived at Cambewarra. For eight months while the
shed at Cortona was being made habitable – the red-backs and their
fluted wispy webs being immured behind interior cladding – they
looked after Gary and Helen’s house in Cambewarra while the
owners travelled. Cambewarra, as they came to call this house, was a
recycled schoolhouse set in the rainforest. It was remote (a good five
kilometres of dirt road off any sealed road), and even windier than
Woodhill. Gary was a short, wiry man with brown fuzzy hair that
he restrained in a ponytail. He hardly ever wore a shirt. He had
pointy ears and on his face, a perpetual wicked grin. Gary fascinated
the children, especially Orlando, with his knowledge of snakes and
his demonstrations of handling and milking them for venom. He was
the only person any of them had ever known to keep old sheets of
galvanised iron face down on the grass near the house in order to
encourage snakes.
Another character in their world was Ken, who dropped in from time
to time to visit his horse agisted at Cortona. Ken was a big red-head
with a Cockney accent, a lad who had travelled around Australia in a
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Romany Cart pulled by his beloved draught horse, Topsy. He was
jokey and unreliable and the children would happily sit around
listening to his blaguing for hours.
But by far the most exotic figures they came into contact with were
a family of organic farmers who lived on acreage at Wattamolla, a
couple of kilometres from Woodhill. Giulia’s private nickname for
this family was the Cloggies. They lived in a mud-brick house that
had been half finished for twenty years. Once a month, Giulia, Brett,
Orlando and Sophia would go to the farm to work as part of an
organic subscription scheme. It was always chaotic. There would be
lawyers and teachers toiling desultorily in the heat, attempting to
wrest vegetables from the clayey, unimproved soil. Everything was
done in the wrong order. Crops were planted, and then the soil was
weeded and the beds were marked out. Strawberries were put in and
provided a fi ne feast for the wildlife. Then the protective netting was
installed. The birds got all the raspberries. Husband and wife – she
invariably wearing a holey jumper that exposed one nipple – conducted
a running battle of shouted instructions in the field. Her whistly
scream would echo: There, not there, there! and grumbling, he would
covertly disobey her directives. Orlando and Sophia tried to play
with their daughter, who was a little older than them, but without
much success. They spent their time running around, playing with
mud, of which there was a superabundance.
The choice of vegetables to grow on this organic farm was that of
the non-cook. No garlic, no parsley, no eggplant, no tomatoes, no
basil, no fennel, no artichoke: only potatoes, wormy corn and
enormous, tasteless marrows. There were never enough boxes to
distribute the vegetables, there was nowhere sheltered from wind
and rain and sun to make up the boxes. Halfway through the work
period there would be a cup of tea in the house. One picked one’s
way over a broken back doorstep, past piles of intermingled clean
and dirty clothes and bedding strewn all over the floor, and followed
the track of muddy footsteps to the kitchen. Once there one was
often treated to an interesting spectacle. The Cloggies had a
technique of herding the many flies hovering around the table and
ushering them with teatowels and whooping, shooing sounds out of
the front door. They did not use fly-screens. This temporary respite
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from flies allowed the workers to sit around the table and have
their tea, with milk if the milk was not off, and with the occasional
granular slice of cake.

ADVENTURES
Childhood excursions are not like the travels of adulthood. Memory
enhances the scenes and gives them an intensity, like that preternatural
light one sometimes sees after a storm, when everything is bathed in
yellow brightness and all the colours are strangely saturated. This was
how Giulia remembered her own visits to the beach. Whatever
happens, at least you can go to the beach, one of her university professors
had said, and he was right. No matter what happened, short of death,
you could make that pilgrimage to the beach, and there merge with the
elements. The very basic building blocks of life – simple organisms,
wind, water, rock or sand. The beach remains one of the few places
where you traditionally walk barefoot, directly on the earth.
Compared to the beach even greenery and trees seem rococo
embellishment and sophistication. The beach is peaceful. You are
nothing. And yet when you come back from it you are someone
purified and renewed.
The sand of the beach is always varied in texture, and includes
sloppy, wet sand, the tabula rasa of glassy mirrored sand near the
breaking waves, gritty shelly sand, damp, muddy sand that a stick
will leave an exclamation mark on, the crusty caked sand of further
up the beach, soft sand that moulds to your lying body with the
fluidity of water, even fi ner, floury sand that coats your wet feet
like crumbed cutlets, and the coarser, older, leg-exhausting, used
sand patterned in valleys next to the esplanade. Within these broad
categories there are many sub-types. Just as the Eskimos are thought
to have many different words to describe specific varieties of snow,
and just as the Neapolitans have a special word for bad coffee
(cefèca), the Australian beach-goer, especially the child who spends
time closer to the ground, should have as many different words for
the various types of beach sand.
The sea also has its different textures, and rhythms which seem to be
deeply satisfying to humans, perhaps even innately so. As a baby of
just seven months, Orlando had been taken to the beach at Noosa. He
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had not experienced much of beaches before then. He sat contentedly
on the sand, felt it in his hands and then proceeded to eat it. Stopped
from doing this, he turned his attention to the sea. It was high tide
and the beach was narrow. Orlando followed the waves with his gaze
for a couple of minutes, and then he began to sway in their rhythm and
intone an accompanying … ommmm … ommmm … ommmm. Giulia
and Brett wordlessly looked at the infant and at each other.
As a child swimming at the beach, you learnt in your body the
movements of the water. When to dive under and when to surf in
to the shore. Sometimes the sea was gelatinous and calm, and you
could pause, take stock, even swim normally, but usually you were
caught up in the eternal drama of this wave and then the next. Feeling
a surge of excitement with each wave, waiting for it to do whatever it
was going to do with you. Occasionally you would be dumped and
experience the full force of the mighty ocean and realize to what
extent the sea was simply playing at being gentle. Then at times you
would understand that the wave inexorably approaching was not of the
same order as the previous ones. Nothing to do but dance with the
wave. At the last minute dive into its towering striped flank and hope
for the best. Then there was a feeling like no other except childbirth,
of being pushed down onto the earth by the earth itself. Then walking
dripping from the sea – and you usually got out fairly soon after these
experiences – feeling humbled and happy in a simple way. Lying on a
towel after a swim for a time you could still feel the surge of the
waves. Slowly the sand grains next to your face would become visible
and you could rasp the shiny granules through your fi ngers or let them
pour in a miniature torrent, the sun would become hot again and the
faraway, fragile human sounds become audible in the breeze.
In Giulia’s childhood there were swimming trips to Wylie’s Baths,
an ocean pool at Coogee Beach, not far from her Nonna’s house in
Arden Street. Learning to swim. Avoiding blue bottles whose sting,
appropriately but magically, was at that time supposed to be cured
by the application of washing blue. Learning how to do somersaults
under water. (Her cousin Tina had told her that Adrian would initiate
her into the arcane mystery of breathing out through your nose so that
the water did not go up into your brain and give you a headache.)
Then, after the swim, when the shadows lengthened, wrapping a soggy
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towel around your shoulders, dangling your legs in the pool, and
eating potato crisps from the kiosk, feeling as clean and salty and
chiselled as the crisps themselves.
In the winter months there would be family picnics to Lane Cove
National Park, or Shark Island in Sydney Harbour. All the men and
boys would be wearing check shirts of different colours and,
unprompted, would seek out the fi rewood for the barbeque while
the women unpacked vast quantities of prepared food, no
concessions being made to casualness. The cousins – fifteen or so
of them – would spend the time running around, hiding, eating
and imbibing a lifetime’s memory of the fragrant Australian bush.
Different in every way from a reflective European wood: the all-ornothing light, the grey-green palette, the dry crackle underfoot, the
isolation, the birdcalls and the smell of burnt eucalyptus leaves.
It was as though Giulia and her cousins only had to remember one
characteristic and funny thing per outing. Once they went on an
excursion from Sydney to the Blue Mountains with Aunty Jean and
her family, and though the Three Sisters and Echo Point were as
magnificent as ever, what Giulia remembered most of all were the
strange little Mountain Devil dolls in the tourist shop – frightening
grey spiked faces atop frothy pink and white tulle skirts; and on the
train the children had been given goats’ milk, a novelty, and Marion
had found a goat’s hair in hers. Similarly, when they had taken a
winter trip to Goulburn to visit the Coopers on their rural sheep
property, Giulia recalled the frost of the paddocks, the dry inland
cold, and the red sunset. Even more vivid was the dinner scene:
five o’clock in the evening and already dark, the parlour with its
wood panelling and best linen, Marie, Tom and the children at table
with the gracious Coopers waiting on them … lamb chops on the
plates in front of them and the sound of lambs bleating plaintively
outside. A clock ticking. One by one they surreptitiously passed
their chops to Tom who managed somehow to either eat them or
hide them with vegetables. (He was known to be good at this.
Once in Los Angeles, he had managed to hide nearly a dozen gigantic
American oysters under the drifts of ice in his plate, even as he was
watched closely by a host determined to vanquish the claims of the
Sydney rarrk oysderr.)
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Palm Beach, the newly-built Warragamba Dam, the Rotorlacter at
Camden – which nearly everyone who was a NSW school-child in the
1960s seems to have visited – the Reef at Longreach, Cooma and the
Snowy Mountains – these were all destinations for outings or drives,
and each place had its poem.
Sophia had a myth-making excursion when she was three. The family
had gone skiing at Mount Selwyn with friends visiting from America,
and had stayed in Adaminaby. Orlando and Sophia had never seen
snow before and were excited. So were the twin daughters of the
American friends, who were about Sophia’s age. They set off from
Adaminaby for the snowfields early in the morning, with toboggans
and cross-country skis. They came to a tobogganing slope, with
brightly coloured children dotted over it, and some gum trees knee
deep in snow to the sides. While Brett was setting up the children
in their toboggans at the top of the slope, Sophia decided that she did
not need to wait for tedious instruction, and so she sailed off airily
down the hill. From the top, her horrified parents saw only her red
beanie and one hand waving cheekily.
– Sophia! Sophia! Hold on! Hold on!
They raced down the side of the slope, watching helplessly as Sophia’s
trajectory curved gradually towards the gum trees.
– Watch out! they shouted uselessly.
They caught up with her crashed into a snow gum. She was shaken,
but not seriously injured. The impression of her heart-shaped
sunglasses had been stamped around her eyes. Then the tears came.
The snow was not fun. It was horrible. She had gone so fast. It had
been so scary. She never wanted to toboggan again. Yet within two
hours she was whizzing confidently down the slope with the others,
again and again.
The beautiful old olive tree in the Kensington garden, planted by Tom
when he first came to Australia in 1928, seemed enormous to the
children. It was their favourite climbing tree, with generous forks and
resting places, their own Magic Faraway Tree. Once you clambered up
the grey, knobbly trunk you entered another world. It was quieter,
cooler, you could read, you could think. The slim grey-green leaves with
their white undersides twinkled. Sky and sun were part of the upper
reaches of the tree. The rest of the household seemed remote and tiny.
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Orlando and Sophia had an actual tree house, and they loved to take
supplies and camp in it. From the edges of the wooden platform
they dangled all their necessities with rope, thus leaving the house
clear. They once built a cubby of fallen branches at the base of the
lightning tree at the bottom of the driveway. This was a massive gum
that had been hit by lightning and was now a blasted monument.
Regrowth was burgeoning out of one part of the scorched trunk,
optimistic and yet futile, like a continuing heartbeat of someone
brain-dead.
It is not simply because children are little that these trees and places
seem inexhaustible and magical to them. There is something else.
Children have a profound sense of wonder at the very nature of
things. They are all Miranda: O brave new world,/That has such people
in’t … They see afresh and truly. Pascal’s deux infinis [two infi nities],2
that of the very small and that of the cosmically great, are the
preferred domain of children: the entire grey middle area is the
province of the adults, and much joy it seems to give them. Children
seem to have a precious capacity to imagine even real things. This
could be why one’s memories of childhood activities and excursions
are enhanced, and why those memories themselves have an
extraordinary personal potency. Nowhere is this feeling of special
excitement more apparent than in the anticipation and celebration
of holidays and festivals.

∞∞∞
– Tell me about magic, Mummy. Is everything magic?
– There are magic rivers, and magic mountains, and magic rain, and
magic colours, and magic beds that can fly, and magic grasshoppers
that can play the violin, and magic stairs that can go up and down at the
same time, and magic spiders that can walk on their hands – oh, they
always walk on their hands, maybe that’s not magic.
– How do you fly, Mummy? How do you turn into a tree?

∞∞∞
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